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About This Content

Boost your super-abilities with dynamite power! Explosive Blast, Chain-Boom TK, Explosive Buff, and the Time-Bomb Stomp
add a whole new level of simulation-busting mayhem to Saints Row IV.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (x86 or x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 | AMD Athlon II x3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 | AMD Radeon HD 5800 series

DirectX: Version 10
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Played for a couple of ingame days now. I like it that you can buy and stock up on ingredients how many you like and put them
in every container possible. Also prepping for the next day and then buying ingredients tpo finish your prep for the opening
hours.
Already quite addictive to me and cant wait to see all the features in the game.. It's a short gamebut worth it. I do have to say
that I found it quite unsettling, which is good ;). Hmm, this looks interesting ...
<buys>
<downloads>
<plays>
<weeps tears of joy>. Wow very nice game. Small radios big televisions is definitely a game that I haven't seen before. Thumbs
up for a unique idea. Nice ambient puzzle solver. I especially like the intuitive game play. No tutorials - no complicated
controls. You only use your mouse and get into the game right away! Only negative thing about the game is that it's short. Also
full screen didn't really work for me. Otherwise it's excellent!. I really enjoy tower defense games. This one is quite nice. Good
graphics, decent upgrade platform BUT the difficulty past the 3rd map is obsurd. I was enjoying this game until this point. been
spending way too many hours grinding points to upgrade for them to make no difference. This would have been an
recommended but the difficulty is way unbalanced. That and watching gameplay online shows the browser version was WAY
easier. Upgrades were cheaper, could put down three mines and gems were more generous at the end of the mission. Had they
not changed this aspect, this game would have been a 10/10. This series lacked a CPU with cute pajamas, so I'm very happy
they made that one.. I say they should change robocraft back to the old tier version. Historical gaming primarily focused on
family management (yes, there is war and conquest but I end up spending more time managing family affairs than managing
armies and territories.) It feels very "Darwinian" going through the list of brides in the general ledger, searching for the stats and
traits that will improve the descendency for your family and your courtier's families.

Having played this and CKII I have to say I find the original more enjoyable. The graphics are less polished and it is simpler but
this simplicity can actually be an advantage in terms of how much fun is it to play.

11/2017 update - I'm nominating this for the "No Apologies" Steam Awards!. Worst of its kind. I thought Marlene was bad.
This is bad puzzles, and gameplay mechanics (you'll see within seconds). The idea is to make you die alot until you fiqure out
the nonsensicle puzzle, or rage quit because the key fell through the floor again. It also crashes alot, including steam and making
my computer black screen twice. If my video card turns out to be burning out, I'll let you know. I hope it is.

tl;dr Another one of those lame UE4 oculus-centric games with moderate roomscale\/vive support.

Get crowbar, use on tile get key, use shard of plaster from that room to cut light wire (wut), use resulting wire fragment to fix
cirtcuit breaker, activate circuit breaker, use key to open desk drawer, solve code (hopefully easy one), then solve room puzzle
by studying the 4 moves it makes and reversing them, resetting for mistakes. finale. see decent female avatar, keep review as is. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VoUBemKRzpo
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There's no single player mode and the online doesn't seem to be functioning (no rooms to play and nobody joins). If you don't
have any friends to play local multiplayer with, I can't recommend this game. The art and music are wonderful, but the game
itself needs more polish before being released at this price point.. Game is pretty enough but the puzzles are fairly basic and the
motion is not very smooth.. This is a decent game for newer fighters.
Most, if not all, characters have the same special activations, and is pretty easy to understand.
The controller support is wonky (upon setup, check the controller to make sure its what you want)
The fighting HUD is a bit weird to learn, but not too hard to learn.
Overall: light like, decent for fun. 0/10 couldnt see anime breasts. Superfun!!! I'm an avid nonogrammer ;) and I can't stop
playing this. Just one more level...

Just a little plea to the dev: Could you please add an option for system cursor. Sometimes I mark the square beside the one I
intend to.. I own this simulator for more than a year and I spent a couple of hours every week to practice my RC Heli skills on
simulator and in real world.

I tried Phoenix 5.x, Realflight 7.x and Heli-X before and I would say they all have pros and cons. However after trying
ACCURC I seldom go back to other simulators just simply because it's the most realistic one.

Like all other simulators, it WILL NOT work perfectly out of the box. You have to fine tune the settings to suit you taste and
tweak the helicopter to match with your flying style and your skill level, similar to what you are doing in real world, and that is
why I enjoy flying RC helicopters.

For users new to ACCURC I would recommend you to switch camera mode to pilot view, turn off auto zoom, using mouse
wheel to zoom out max (widest view angle) and then zoom in with your mouse wheel about 3 clicks. I found this gives you best
view angle with less visual distortion and make my eyes and brain feels more comfortable.

At last I would recommend you to start with GAUI X7 as I found it flies a bit better than other models out of the box.
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